CONVOCATION

LPC Afternoon Session
August 13, 2009
Welcome
- Sarah Thompson, Academic Senate President
- Natasha Lang, Classified Senate President

(Re)Claiming our Interconnectedness: Moving from I to We ~ Dr. Pollard

Vision 2015: Writing Our Future History ~ Dr. Gioia

“Celebrate What’s Right With The World”

Awards
- “What’s Right At LPC”
- Milanese Award for Educational Integrity & Excellence
- CCN Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Award

Convocation 2009
“What’s Right at LPC”

Celebrating What’s Right at LPC
Finding Accountable People of Abundance and Possibility

The What’s Right at LPC Concept

At last August 19 Convocation President Dianne Follette launched an employee recognition program: “What’s Right at LPC.”

Tune into our new recognition program (including the “What’s Right for Academic Excellence and Longevity”), plus the New to De Anza Initiative and more! Visit De Anza Online at: http://www.deanza.edu/whatsright

The “What’s Right at LPC” Process

1. Review the recognition criteria and view the PowerPoint presentation and newsletter at: “Celebrating What’s Right at the De Anza” located on the Internet at: http://www.deanza.edu/whatsright/whatsright.php

Recognizing What’s Right at LPC

For recognizing abundance and acknowledging all that we have to work with...
For recognizing our dedication of mission and looking for ways to work cooperatively with others...
For seeing possibilities, focusing on opportunity and finding what’s working...
For continuing to look for the next possible answer...
For unleashing our energy to fix what’s wrong, and connecting with a positive vision...
For believing that solutions exist and working on what is right with the situation...
For taking the changes and realizing that change is possible...
For learning to live with uncertainty, while acting with confidence...
For tasting ourselves on our own edge, and following the edge wherever it leads...
For trusting in De Anza to create what’s own future and for moving beyond and not just...
For acting with reverse and grace to make a contribution through action at LPC and beyond...

Celebrate What’s Right at LPC

Firstname Lastname
is awarded the Abundance & Possibility Award
August 19, 2009

- For recognizing possibilities in your work and for the College
- For unleashing all your energy for the good of the campus
- For taking the changes and acting with confidence
- For working with service & grace to make our facilities sparkle
- For doing your creative best and .......

Dianne P. Follette, Ph.D., President

Convocation 2009
FOR CONSISTENTLY DEMONSTRATING THE UTMOST INTEGRITY, CONSUMMATE PROFESSIONALISM, UNFAILING COMMITMENT TO STUDENTS, AND UNWAVERING DEDICATION TO EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE.
Campus Change Network

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Award

This award is presented to a member of the College community who embodies the CCN Mission Statement:

Campus Change Network is dedicated to increasing diversity, equity and inclusion through dialogue, reflection and action. We will create this environment by:

- modeling culturally competent leadership;
- supporting and encouraging honest communication, risk-taking and openness;
- reinforcing the principles of equity and diversity in word and deed; and,
- being a catalyst for educating and empowering our community.

As learners on our journey towards social justice, we approach our work with conviction, courage and compassion.

Convocation 2009